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ABSTRACT 
Seueral algorithms haue been proposed to identify a large scale system, such as the 
neuro-fuzzy GMDH, and the fuzzy modeling using a fuzzy neural network. As another 
approach, Sanger proposed a tree-structured a aptiue network. But in Sanger's network, 
it is not clear how to determine the initial disposition of bases and the number of bases 
in each subtree. We propose a nonlinear modeling method called the adaptiue tree- 
structured self-generating radial basis function network (A Tree-RBFN). In A Tree-RBFN, 
we take the maximum absolute error (MAE) selection method in order to improl:e 
Sanger's model We combine Sanger's tree-structured a aptiue network for an ouerall 
model structure with the MAE selection method for a subtree identification problem. In 
A Tree-RBFN, the tuning parameters are not only the coefficients but also the centers 
and widths of bases', and a subtree can be generated under all leaf nodes. Then, the 
input-output data can be diuided into the training data set and the checking data set, 
and an element of inputs in each subtree is selected according to the corresponding error 
t,alue from the checking data set. We also demonstrate he effectiueness of the proposed 
method by soloing set~eral numerical examples'. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we consider an efficient identification method for a large 
scale system. In the approximation of a function by a conventional fuzzy 
model or radial basis function network (RBFN) [5], there is a problem in 
that as the dimension of the inputs increases, the required number of 
parameters increases exponentially, and thus much memory is needed. 
To solve this problem, the GMDH (group method of data handling) [1] 
has been proposed. In the GMDH,  hierarchically combined polynomial 
expressions are used to identify unknown nonlinear systems. The hierar- 
chical structure of the GMDH is effective in reducing the number of 
model parameters when there is a redundancy in the input-output relation 
of the target system. Ichihashi proposed a hierarchical fuzzy model incor- 
porating a class C ° fuzzy model instead of polynomial expressions as 
partial descriptions in the GMDH [2]. Moreover, he proposed a neuro-fuzzy 
GMDH [3, 4], in which a partial description in the GMDH is replaced by a 
Gaussian radial basis function (RBF) [5]. 
As another approach, we proposed a new identification method called 
the adaptiL,e tree-structured self-generating radial basis function network 
(ATree-RBFN) [8, 9]. In this method, we combine Sanger's tree-structured 
adaptive network [10] for an overall model structure with the MAE 
method [11] for a subtree identification problem. In Reference [10], Sanger 
pointed out that an RBF is also useful as a basis function, but the tuning 
parameters are limited to the coefficients of RBFs, and it is not clear how 
to generate a new basis function and how to determine the number of 
RBFs for each subtree. Moreover, when designing an RBFN, we pointed 
out that the initial disposition of bases has a big effect on escaping local 
minima and learning ability [12]. 
To overcome this problem, we combine a tree-structured network and 
an MAE selection method. In ATree-RBFN, the MAE method is used to 
determine the initial centers of RBFs and an appropriate number of the 
RBFs in each subtree. Moreover, since not only the coefficients, but also 
the centers and widths of RBFs, are updated using a gradient method, the 
total number of RBFs is greatly reduced. 
We also demonstrate the effectiveness of ATree-RBFN by solving the 
following numerical examples: 
1. a comparison with the conventional RBFN, 
2. an evaluation in terms of the freedom of tuning parameters, 
3. a comparison with the neurofuzzy GMDH of the successive variable 
introduction type, 
4. a parity problem. 
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2. ATREE-RBFN 
Let x = (x 1 . . . . .  x m) ~R m be inputs and y ~R be the output. The 
problem is to identify the nonlinear function y = f (x) :  R m --* R with the 
given N input-output data 
(X  1 ' y | )  . . . . .  (X  i ' y i )  . . . . .  (xX, yU)  ( l )  
In ATree-RBFN,  the total tree consists of subtrees, and the nodes are 
included in each subtree. The top node, which is the root node of the total 
tree, corresponds an inference output. First we define a total tree struc- 
ture, subtrees included in the total tree, and a notation for nodes. 
As shown in Figure l(a), we consider a tree structure T1 with only one 
layer. Here, we assume that T1 includes n l  nodes at the first layer. Let the 
nodes be <1), <2> . . . . .  <r l )  . . . . .  <nl) .  
X[l] 
0"~ 
X[q 
X[21 
Tree Structure T1 
Affx[u)  
Wl 
output f( X[ll ) 
© 
Wrl Wnl 
A rl(X[l]) A nl(X[1]) 
(a) Tree structure of T1 
Tree Structure T2 output f( x[l], x[2] ) 
Wl Wrl Wnl 
A fx[l]) / f rO/  X <n1> 
<I) (~ . ~ x t q )  . ©!AnffX[U) 
Wrl,l Wrl .r2 Wrl,n2 
j# .  : 
(n j) (rl,r2> (rl,n2) 
A rl,l(X[2]) A rl,r2(X[21) A rl,n2(X[2]) 
Sub-tree 
Srl 
(b) Tree structure of T2 
Figure 1. Tree structure of ATree-RBF: (a) T1, (b) T2. 
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The subtree whose parent node is ( r l )  in the tree structure T1 is 
labeled St1. Here we assume that Sr~ has n2 child nodes. When the 
subtree Sr~ is added to the tree structure T1, the total tree structure is 
defined as T2 shown in Fig. l(b). Then the child nodes below the node 
( r l )  are labeled as ( r l ,  1) . . . . .  ( r l ,  r2)  . . . . .  ( r l ,  n2). 
Similarly, we define the name of each node by the path from the top 
node to the particular node. The subtree whose parent node is 
( r l  . . . . .  r(p - 1)) in the (p  - 1)th layer is labeled Srt ...... -~1, 1). When the 
subtree Srl ...... ~t' -l) iS added to the tree structure To1 d, the tree structure 
Tnc w is produced as shown in Figure 2. When the subtree S,. I ...... {t, l) is 
added, the child nodes included in S,q ...... ~j, ~) are labeled as ( r l  . . . . .  r(p 
- 1), 1)  . . . . .  ( r l  . . . . .  r(p - 1), rp) . . . . .  ( r l  . . . . .  r(p - 1), np}.  
XIH 
X[2l 
X[p-l] 
X[p] 
output f(xtll, - . ,x/pql) 
Tree Tnew 
_© 
Wl Wr l  Wnl  
• . • . \%" 
Anl (X l l l )  
Wr l , l  Wrl , r2 Wrl .n2 
/ 
/jQN (rl ,r2) (r1,1) / f ~Ar l . r2 (X[2] )  {rl,n2} 
Arl.l(X[2l) Arl,n2(XI21) 
Tree Told 
I 
Wrl ,  • . .  r(p 1) 
f 
(rl,. •, r(p-1)) ,~(~ Arl, - •. r(pq) (Xip-l]) 
/ kk~ob- t reeSr l . r2 . "  • ap-n 
Wrl .  - , . r(p-I).l Wr l ,  . • , r(p-l).rp Wr l .  • - • r(p-l).np 
~rr( " \ " ~© (rl,.., p-1),l} (rl?.. r(p- 1),rp) (rl,-., r(p-1),np) 
Ar l ,  . . . r (p- I ) . l (X lp l )  a r l , . .  ,r(p l),rp(X[p]) Ar l . . .  ,r(p-l),np(Xlpl) 
To ld  + Srl .r2.  • ' .r(p-1) ->  Tne~ 
Figure 2. Tree structure with the subtrec S,q ...... (~, l). 
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The same element of inputs is shared among all the nodes included in 
Sr~ . . . . . .  (p-L)" We define the element of inputs as Xlp I ~ R .  In ATree-RBFN,  
we deft ne A r 1 ...... p(X[ p]) as the RBF corresponding to the node ( r 1 . . . . .  rp ). 
Any type of RBF can be used in ATree-RBFN,  such as [5-7, 12, 13] the 
linear 
the cubic 
Ar l  ...... p(Xtp l) = Ixtp ] -a r l  . . . . . .  pl, (2a) 
At1 . . . . . .  p(x[p]) = IX[p] - ar l  . . . . . .  pl 3, (2b)  
the thin plate spline 
Ar l  . . . . . .  p(Xtp]) = (X[p I -- arl ...... p)2 loglx[p l _ arl ...... pl, (2c) 
the isosceles triangle 
Ar l  . . . . . .  p(X[p]) 
= {01 - 21xtp ] - arl . . . . . .  p l /br l  . . . . . .  p (Ixtpl - ari ...... p] < brl . . . . . .  p ) '  
(]X[p I - at1 . . . . . .  p] > br, . . . . . .  p) .  
(2d) 
the multiquadric 
mr! ...... p(X[p 1) [(X[p] arl . . . .  t, )2 + b2 ,rp] 1/2 = --  .. r l  . . . . .  (2e)  
the inverse multiquadric 
mrl  . . . . . .  p(X[p]) = [ (X[p] -  arl ...... p)2 + berl . . . . . .  p] ,/2, (2 f )  
and the variant inverse multiquadric 
( (X[p] -- ar, p)2 ) b . . . . . .  
At' ...... "(XtPl) = b~/- .~p;  + 1 (2g) 
In this paper, we assume the Gaussian RBF which is given by 
- - (X[p]  -- at1 . . . . . .  p)2 
Ar l  ...... p(X[p]) = exp brl ...... p (3) 
Here arl . . . . . .  p and bri ...... p are the center and width of the Gaussian 
function respectively. The element of inputs X[p I is selected among the 
ones which are not used in all the nodes on the path from its parent node 
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( r l  . . . . .  r (p  - 1)) to the top node. The coefficient which corresponds to 
(3) is labeled as wrl ...... p. This coefficient wrl ...... p also represents an arc 
which connects the node ( r l  . . . . .  rp) and its parent node ( r l  . . . . .  r (p  - 
1)) as shown in Figure 2. The index of the function A and the parameters 
a, b, w correspond to the index of the node ( r l  . . . . .  rp). 
Now, let us briefly describe the identification procedure using ATree- 
RBFN. First the given input-output data set is divided into the training 
data set and the checking data set. The training data set is used when 
solving the subtree identification problem. On the other hand, the check- 
ing data set is used when selecting the element of inputs for each subtree 
and generating a new subtree. 
By the way, in the standard RBFN (hereafter we call it Flat-RBFN), all 
elements of the input variables (X l , . . . ,  x m) are used simultaneously for 
modeling. This is the reason why Flat-RBFN requires many model param- 
eters. To reduce the number of model parameters, an element of input 
variables is introduced iteratively in ATree-RBFN. The introduced ele- 
ment should be different from the ones which are already introduced in 
the path from its parent node to the top node. 
Now, we describe the procedure of selecting the element of inputs as 
shown in Figure 3. In the subtree Srl ...... ~, ~, unselected elements of 
inputs are used as temporal input elements one after another. For each 
temporal input element, a new RBF is generated iteratively by the MAE 
method, and model parameters are tuned by a gradient method. Tuning 
parameters are limited to all the nodes included in the current subtree. 
Then, when the decreasing rate of error becomes smaller than some 
specified threshold value during the tuning process in the current subtree, 
the generation of a new basis is terminated. In the second place, we 
calculate the checking inference error Ecn in terms of the total tree which 
includes a generated subtree. Here, the checking inference error is the 
inference error calculated using only the checking data set. This procedure 
is carried out with respect o all temporal elements which are unselected in 
the path from its parent node to the top node. The element of inputs with 
the smallest checking inference error Ecn is selected as an actual input 
element for the current subtree. At this point, the parameter tuning in the 
current subtree is practically finished. Since the element of inputs is 
introduced iteratively in the order of the value of the checking inference 
error, the principal elements representing the input-output relation are 
selected in order. So the number of total model parameters i expected to 
be reduced considerably from that in the fixed element method, where the 
element selection procedure is not carried out - - that  is to say, where an 
element is set to correspond to the element of inputs in order. 
Now, we call a node which does not have a child node a leaf node. Not 
all the leaf nodes are to be found in the deepest layer. For all the leaf 
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Input Variables (xa, X2, X3, X4, XS) 
<1>x2+ <3> 
<2,2> 
l i " i  I I 
X1 
o&o  
<4> 
X4 X5 
X 1 X4 X5 Unselected 
Elements of 
Inputs 
Figure 3. Procedure for selecting the element of inputs. 
nodes, the weight change variance is calculated using the checking data 
set. Then, a new subtree is generated under the leaf node with the 
maximal weight change variance. After that, the residual error between the 
output from the checking data and the output estimated by ATree-RBFN 
is calculated. The above procedure to selected the element of inputs is 
carried out in order to reduce this residual error. For all unselected 
elements of inputs, a structure of the subtree, a number of nodes, and 
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tuning parameters are decided by the MAE method using the training data 
set. The selection of input elements is terminated using the checking data 
set. 
Now, we explain how a new subtree is generated. Let xll I be the element 
of inputs in the first layer. Then YTI is the output estimated by the subtree 
T1, which has nl bases below the top node: 
nl 
Yr l  = ~ WrlArl(X[i]). (4) 
r l -1  
Then, for nl leaf nodes included in the tree T1, when calculating the 
weight change variance using all the checking data set, we assume the 
node {r l )  is the leaf node with the largest variance. Then the new subtree 
Srl is generated below the node {r l ) ,  where a new output eT~ is the 
residual between the output from the checking data and the output YTI ,  
namely, 
ev l  = Y -- YT I .  (5) 
Moreover, T 2 is assumed to be the total tree which consists of T~ and 
Sr~, and then x[2 ] is assumed to be the element of inputs to the subtree S~I. 
Assuming n2 is the number of bases included in Srl, the output Y~2 
estimated by the tree structure T 2 is given by 
n2 
YT2 = YT1 -{- Arl(X[1]) E Wrl,r2Arl,r2(X[2]) 
r2 - I  
n2 
YTI + E Wrl, r2 ]'Zrl,r2(Xi2])' (6) 
r2=l 
where 
and 
t X[2 ] ~- (X[ll, X[2]) T ~ R 2 (7) 
/Zrl,r2(Xi2]) = Arl(X[1])Arl ,r2(X[2]) (8) 
Similarly, Yoga and Ynew are assumed to be the inference values before 
and after the subtree S~ ...... ~p+ ~) is generated. Then Yn~w is given by 
Ynew = Yold(X[p 1]) + ]-Lrl . . . . . .  (p 1)(Xit, , -  1] ) 
np 
X E Wrl . . . . . .  (p 1),rpArl . . . . . .  (p 1),rp(X{p] ) 
rp--1 
np 
=Yold(Xlp 1 ) -]- E Wrl . . . . . .  (p l),rpI-Lrl . . . . . .  (p i),rp(X[p]), (9) 
rp-1 
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where 
X[p 11 
t S[p] 
! 
/Xrl . . . . . .  (p l)(X[p- 1] ) ~- 
t /x~ ...... p(XEp ~) --- 
Now, when the number of 
problem, we define the tuning 
Wnp E R np by 
(X[ll, X[21,... , X[p_ 11 )7  `, (lOa) 
(X[l], X[21 . . . . .  X[p_ ll' X[pl )T' (lOb) 
Arl(X[l])  "'" Arl  . . . . . .  (p l ) (X [p_  i1 ) ,  (10c) 
,IZrl . . . . . .  (p -1 ) (X ip  l ] )Ar l  ...... p(X[p]) 
Arl(Xlll) "'" A~l . . . . . .  p(XIp])" (10d) 
bases is np in the subtree identification 
parameter vectors anp E R np, hnp ~ R np, 
a.p  = (arl ...... (1,-1),1 . . . . .  arl . . . . . .  (p l),np ) ~ R'P, ( l la )  
bnp = (brl . . . . . .  (p J).l . . . . .  b~l . . . . . .  (p - l ) , .p )  E R np, ( l lb )  
Wnp = (Wrl . . . . . .  (F-I),I . . . . .  Wrl . . . . . .  (p l).np ) ~ RnP" ( l lc )  
Moreover, the input-output data given by (1) are divided into the training 
data set 
(X 1 ' y l )  . . . . .  (xNrR, yN.R ) (12) 
and the checking data set 
(x N1.R +l, y N.~ +l) . . . . .  (X N, yN ). (13) 
NOW, using the training data set (12), the subtree identification problem 
P(S1 . . . . . .  (p-1), np) is defined as follows, where the number of bases is np: 
1 ~I-R 
min ETR(anp'bnp'WnP) = ~-1 (yi __ ,y i )  ~ (a.p,b.p,Wnp) "2 i= (14)  
subject to (3), (9), (10d), where yi and .yi are the ith output and the 
estimated output when the ith input x i is given to ATree-RBFN, respec- 
tively. 
The checking error function ECH, calculated from the checking data set 
(13), is defined by 
1 N 
Ec H = -2 ~ (y i  ,y i )2 ,  (15) 
i= NTR+ 1 
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and the total error function E is defined by 
E = ETR + ECr  I . (16)  
Then the total tree identification problem in ATree-RBFN is formulated as 
follows: Given the N input-output data (1), and the specified model error 
e > 0, obtain the total tree structure of ATree-RBFN and optimal model 
parameters which satisfy the inequality 
E < e. (17) 
3. IDENTIFICATION ALGORITHM OF ATREE-RBFN 
Now, we describe the identification algorithm of ATree-RBFN [8, 9] in 
detail. 
Step 1. Set the model error threshold value ~ which should be satis- 
fied, a stop criterion e 2 for the basis generation process in a current 
subtree, and the stop criterion ~2 for a parameter tuning. 
Step 2. Let (node) be the name of the parent node in the current 
subtree, S be the current subtree generated below the parent node, p 
be the index of the layer, representing the depth of the current 
subtree, and y,,~j be the output estimated by the total tree structure. 
Let 
(node) = (0) (the top node), (18a) 
S = S 0 (the subtree in the first layer), (18b) 
p = 1, (18c) 
Y,,id = 0. (18d) 
Step 3. Choose an element of inputs from among those not selected on 
the path from the parent node to the top node. Let Xlp I be a typical 
input element among those taken temporarily in order among all the 
unselected elements of inputs. Let xlp j be the vector which consists of 
all the elements of inputs selected on the path from the top node to 
the subtree S defined by 
p T 
X[p] ~ (X{1], X[2 ] . . . .  , xtp 11, xIl,]) , P -< m. (19) 
Step 4. Let np be the number of RBFs in the subtree S. Let 
np = 0. (20) 
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Step 5. Among the NTR members of the training data set (12), find 
(xfqp], yq) and which has not been selected as a center beforehand and 
satisfies 
[yq -- *yq[ = max ly i -  *yil, (21) 
I_<i~<NTR 
where *y~ is the estimated output when the input vector x 'i is given [P] 
to a new tree structure with the subtree S, which is defined as follows: 
(a) When p = 1 
if nl, = 0, then 
else if np >_ 1, then 
*..yi 
(b) When p >_>_ 2, 
if np = 0, then 
else if np >_ 1, then 
.y i  = 0, (22a) 
nl 
WrlArl(X[1]). 
rl =1 
(22b) 
np 
X E Wrl ... . . .  (p-1),rpArl ...... <p ,,,rp(X[p]) 
rp=l 
np 
= Y{}Idl [p I]J + E WFI . . . . . .  (p ,),r,,Ix~, ...... (p l),rp(X[p]). (22d) 
rp=l 
Then generate the (np + 1)th RBF, which is defined by 
exp( - (x tp ]  - ar~ ...... (P-~}'n/'+ L)2 1 
Art 1),np+ l(X[p] ) . . . . . . . .  (23) 
..... r(p 1 brp ..... r(p l ) ,np+l  ] 
in the subtree Sr~ ...... (t,- ~} according to 
0 
arl . . . . . .  ( / ' - L ) ,nP+l  = X~p l, (24a)  
b~}t . . . . . .  {1,- l},,,p+ L = b0,  (24b)  
yq - *yq (np = 0), 
" = I Yq - *yq (24c) 
Wr, .... ,p - l ) ,n  p+l  [ ]1"21,2..__r{'-/)-2, (x~-~[ p 1]q) ( n" > 1), 
*y'= (22c) 
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where b 0 is a given constant for the initial width of a basis. Let 
np ~-- np + 1. 
Step  6. Let h be the iteration number of the model parameters 
arl . . . . . .  (p- I ) , rp ,  brl . . . . . .  (p l ) , rp ,Wr l  . . . . . .  (p 1).rp, rp= 1 . . . .  ,n l ,  , in the 
suhtree S. Let 
h = 0. (25) 
Step  7. Using a gradient method, solve the subtree identification prob- 
lem P(S  l . . . . . .  (p_ l ) ,np)  which is defined by (14). When using the 
steepest descent method, update the parameters for rp = 1 , . . . ,  n~, 
according to 
a~l . . . . . .  (p 1),rp(h + 1) = a~l . . . . . .  (p l ) , rp (h)  - O~ 
c)Ema 
C)arl ..... r(p l ) , rp 
, (26a) 
brt ...... (p l ) , rp(h + 1) = brl . . . . . .  (p 1),rp(h) - Oe 
O~ETR 
c)b,-1 ..... r(p l),rp 
(26b) 
Wrl . . . . . .  (p - l ) , rp  (h  q- 1) = Wrl . . . . . .  (p 1),rp(h) - o~ 
c)ETR 
C)Wrl . . . . .  r (p -  l ) ,rp 
(26c) 
where c~ is the optimal step value obtained by solving a linear search 
problem. When At1 ...... (p 1),rp(X[p]) is assumed to be a Gaussian 
RBF defined by (3), the derivatives OEfR/ (?ar l  ...... (F l),~p, 3ETR/  
c)brl . . . . . .  (p 1),rp' c)ETR/C)Wrl . . . . . .  (p i),rp, rp = 1 . . . . .  rip, are given by 
3ETR 
C?arl .... .  r(p l ) , rp 
NTR 2Wr 1 (p -  l ) , rp / : \  
= - -  ~'~ ['Lrl . . . . . .  (p - l ) , rp (X i lp ] )  
br l  . . . . .  r (p 1),rp i=1 
3ETR 
Obrl . . . . .  r(p I ) ,rp 
_ . i i _ J~,rp), (27a) x(Y  i Y )(x[p I arl . . . . . .  (p 
NIR [x t i  ~ 
= __ Wrl . . . . . .  (p l ) ,rp E ]'Lrl . . . . .  r (p I) ,rp~ [Pl] 
b21 . . . . . .  (p l),rp i=1 
* i i i ) , rp)  2 , (27b)  X(y  i - -  y )(xipl - arl . . . . . .  .(p 
c)ETR NTR 
.. X,t i *y i )  r [ ] (Y  - - ~ lXr l  . . . .  ~p ~,P~ II'1 
C)Wrl . . . . .  r(p 1),rp i -1  
(27c) 
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Step 8. We define a model error function as follows, where the number 
of bases in the subtree S is np and the iteration number of the 
parameters i h: 
E"l'(a~ = ETR(anp(h),b,,p(h) w,,(h)) .  (28) 
Moreover, we define an error reduction rate with respect o the model 
parameters as 
n p [F'nP(Ia~TR'*'" -it- 1) -ETR(h) [  
D~P(h + 1) --- (29) par- ' -  np ETa(h) 
Then, if 
then set 
and go to Step 9. If 
np Dpar(h + 1) _< s 2, (30) 
h np= h + 1 (31) 
np Dpar(h + 1) > e 2, (32) 
then set h *-- h + 1 and go back to step 7. 
Step 9. We define an error reduction rate with respect o the number 
of bases as 
IE~.~(hnp) - E~p i (h"p- l l [  
Dnp (33) basis ~ Fnp l (hnp  1) 
~TR 
If 
Dnp < e I (34) basis -- 
is satisfied, then go to step 10. If 
np 
Obasis >-- '~1 (35) 
is satisfied, then go back to step 5. 
Step 10. Calculate the checking error value ECH which is given by (15) 
for the subtree S after the parameters anp(hnP),bnp(hnP),wnp(h np) 
are obtained using a current temporary element of inputs Xlp], and  
preserve the checking error function value ECH. If there remain 
elements which are not used as a temporary element of inputs among 
all the unselected elements of inputs, go back to step 3. When all the 
unselected elements of inputs have been used as a temporary element 
of inputs, select one with the minimal checking error function value 
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Ecn as an actual element of inputs to the current subtree S. Then go 
to step 11. 
Step 11. Calculate a total error value E given by (16) corresponding to
the total tree structure. If 
E < e (36) 
is satisfied, then terminate this algorithm. If 
E _> e (37) 
is satisfied, then go to step 12. 
Step 12. The number of leaf nodes is assumed to be V, and we 
represent a leaf node as (u) ,  v = 1 . . . .  ,V. Here, leaf nodes are 
assumed to be all nodes without child nodes in the current total tree 
structure. The coefficient and grade which correspond to the node 
(u)  are represented as w~ and /~v(Xlpvl ), respectively, where Xlp~l is 
the input vector, which is selected from the top node to the node (v) .  
Here, the weight change 2~%(i) of w~ corresponding to the ith 
input-output data (x i, yi) is given by 
Ol H [xt i  ~ i Aw~( i )  = "~t  ~pv~)(Y - , y i ) ,  (38) 
which is obtained by referring to (26c) and (27c). The weight change 
expectation value m~ of a RBF is given for N input-output data (1) 
by 
1 N 1 ¢. ,i i 
= z _ , / ) )  +)  my i=1 i= i  
Moreover, the weight change variance value cr~. of a RBF is given for 
N input-output data (1) by 
1N 1N 
o- v = -~ ,~= 1 (Awv( i )  - my) 2= --~1 (c~ {x  'i , (  i . y i )  _ )2 
= N i= ~ Epvl) Y - m~ . 
(40) 
For all leaf nodes (u),  c, = 1 . . . . .  V, calculate the weight change 
variance value %. Then find a leaf node (v max) with the largest 
variance value which is the parent node of the generated subtree. Set 
(node) = (v max). (41) 
Set p as the depth of a generated subtree and go back to step 3. 
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xD] 
xt21 
> 
> 
I[ lb Generate anew sub-tree 
under the leaf node with 
<2,1> <2,2> the largest variance 
H H 1 tiiiiiii 
< 1 > <2,1 > <2,2> <3> <4> Leaf Node 
Figure 4. Procedure for generating a new subtrce. 
Figure 4 shows the procedure of generating a new subtree, where 
filled circles represent he leaf nodes. After the weight change variance 
value ~. is calculated for five leaf nodes, the leaf node (4) is selected 
with the largest variance value. Then, a new subtree is generated under 
the leaf node (4). 
Lastly we show the flow chart of the proposed algorithm in Figure 5. 
4. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
4.1. Comparison with the Conventional Radial Basis Function Network 
To show the advantage of ATree-RBFN, we compare the performance 
of the conventional radial basis function network (Flat-RBFN) with that of 
ATree-RBFN by solving the identification problem of the pulsation in a 
finger's capillary vessels [8]. We also used the MAE selection method for 
Flat-RBFN, which generates each basis for all input elements when one 
basis is generated. 
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START)  
[ Set stop criteria conditions I 
[ Normalize the input/output data ,] 
I Set the training and checking data ] 
Select a temporal element of inputs ~-~ 
I rip--0 I 
+ 
I h=O bJ I "  
- - -• ! i  Tune parameters " • by a gradient method 
h=h+l  
YES 
NO 
training data set 
checking data set 
Qnp:a number of nodes~ 
I h: a iteration umber~ when tuning | parameters • 
Generate a new | 
I 
sub-tree under the 
leaf node with the 
largest variance value 
Find the leaf node 
with the largest 
variance value 
E<E 
Calculate mean square error ECH END 
N(~a . . . . . . . . .  ~ ~ Y E S  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • 11 unselected i!' Select element 
"~elemenl~ ? i [!:::,of inputs 
Figure 5. Flow chart of the identification algorithm in ATree-RBFN. 
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Table 1. Experimental Conditions 
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Learning 
data set ~ e~ 62 b 0 
Pulse 1 30.0 0.01 0.01 0.5 
Pulse 2 1.5 0.05 0.01 0.5 
Pulse 3 5.0 0.1 0.01 0.5 
The learning data set was recorded with a sampling frequency of 300 Hz 
measured from the surface of the left forefinger. We made three sets of 
1000 input-output data by reconstructing the time series by embedding. 
One input-output data set consists of six input values y( t  - Tdrn), rn = 
0 . . . . .  5, and one output value y( t  + Td). Here T d is a delay time, which is 
determined by the autocorrelation of the time series y(t ) .  A suitable value 
of T d is the time at which the value of the autocorrelation of the y( t )  first 
becomes zero. The three input-output data sets were named Pulse 1, Pulse 
2, and Pulse 3. 
By using these data sets, we solved the identification problem by both 
Flat-RBFN and ATree-RBFN. Table 1 shows the experimental conditions. 
Figure 6 shows the simulation result with respect o the number of RBFs 
to achieve the specified model error e. 
When identifying time series y(t ) ,  the number of bases of ATree-RBFN 
is 60-70% of that of Flat-RBFN. Therefore, ATree-RBFN is effective in 
reducing the number of bases as compared to Flat-RBFN. 
¢-~ 
z 
6O 54 
50 []  
30 21 24 
20 
10 
Pulse 1 Pulse 2 Pulse 3 
Figure 6. Comparison between Flat-RBFN and ATree-RBFN. 
[ ]  
ATree-RBFN 
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4.2. Freedom of  Tun ing  Parameters  in ATree-RBFN 
The second example is a comparison between when the tuning parame- 
ters are only W,p and when the tuning parameters are (anp,b,~p,w,, p) in 
ATree-RBFN. We used the MAE selection method for the initial disposi- 
tion of bases in ATree-RBFN. We use the Pulse 4 data set, which contains 
1000 input-output data, each consisting of six inputs and one output, 
measured as in Section 4.1. Figure 7 is the tuning result, which shows the 
relation between the error function value E and the number of parame- 
ters, where e = 0.8, e~ = 0.1, e2 = 0.01, and b 0 = 0.5. 
To satisfy E = 0.8, when the tuning parameters are only W,p, requires 69 
basis functions (69 tuning parameters, or 139 model parameters). However, 
when the tuning parameters are (a~j,,bnp,w,,z,), it requires only 12 basis 
functions (36 tuning and model parameters). Thus, tuning not only the 
coefficients, but also the centers and widths, in ATree-RBFN is quite 
effective in reducing the model parameters. Moreover, Figure 7 indicates 
that when the tuning parameters are  (anp , bnp , Wnp), ATree-RBFN has the 
desirable property that E decreases monotonically as the number of RBFs 
increases. On the other hand, when the tuning parameters are only w,,p, it 
does not necessarily have this property. This result also shows the effec- 
tiveness of tuning the centers and widths in our proposed ATree-RBFN. 
U~ 
3.00E+02 
2.50E+02 
2.00E+02 
1.50E+02 
1.00E+02 
5.00E+01 
0.00E+00 
I ) 
II 
0 
Number of Model 
Parameters 
° . °  . . . . .  
(W~p) 
(a np,bnp ,Wnp ) 
I 
I e=0.8  
10 20 30 40 50 60 
Number of Tuning Parameters 
36 139 
Figure 7. Comparison in terms of the freedom of parameters in ATree-RBFN. 
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4.3. Comparison between ATree-RBFN and the Neurofuzzy GMDH 
We compare the neurofuzzy GMDH using successive variable introduc- 
tion [3] (hereafter called NF-GMDH for simplicity) with ATree-RBFN.  We 
use the Pulse 5 and Pulse 6 data sets, which are sets of 1000 input-output 
data consisting of six inputs and one output, measured as in Section 4.1. 
We examine two cases, where the experimental conditions are e 1 = 0.001, 
e 2 = 0.01, and b 0 = 0.1 for Pulse 5, and e~ = 0.01, e 2 = 0.01, and b 0 = 1.0 
for Pulse 6. We used the MAE selection method for the initial disposition 
of bases in both methods. The tuning parameters are not only the 
coefficients but also the centers and widths of bases in both methods. 
Figure 8 show, the learning curve in identifying the pulsation data by 
NF-GMDH and by ATree-RBFN,  where ErR is the error function value 
for the training data set, and EcH is the error function value for the 
checking data set. Figure 8 indicates ATree-RBFN converges faster than 
0.04 
m 0.03 
0.031 ', ', \ 
0.025 I" ; ~ .  ' '~_ 
0.02} ' ~ , ,  ', ~x- - . - -x  
o.o15 t ', 
0.01 t It'--._ ', - 
0.0050I , , - " " - , -  - ..Q , I~ . - _ - ,x  - -x  
J 
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 
Iteration Number 
~ad 
~D 
I- - i  NF-GMDH(E TR) 1 NF-GMDH(E ct0 [ 
ATree-RBFN(E I"R) / 
ATree-RBFN(E cll)] 
o.o2 [ ~. ', × ~ x  
0.015 b - ~- "0-- .WDO "X . . . .  X 
0.01 1- 
0.005 I- 
0 i i i t J 
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Iteration Number 
Figure 8. Learning curves of NF-GMDH and ATree-RBFN compared. 
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NF-GMDH in both cases. ATree-RBFN converges 40-70% faster than 
NF-GMDH in terms of the total learning iteration number. 
Figure 9 and Figure 10 show the model structures of NF -GMDH and 
ATree-RBFN, and Figure 11 shows the comparison in terms of the 
number of bases after convergence. For the number of bases, NF-GMDH 
has 12 and ATree-RBFN has 9 in Pulse 5, and NF-GMDH has 16 and 
ATree-RBFN has 8 in Pulse 6. This indicates that ATree-RBFN is prefer- 
able also in terms of the number of bases. 
4.4. Parity Problem 
Concerning the function approximation ability, Hartman et al. [15] 
proved that Flat-RBFN is a universal function approximator for real-val- 
ued functions defined on a convex and compact set. In Reference [15] they 
also showed that a generalized polynomial RBF is also a universal function 
approximator. Since the representation of ATree-RBFN is regarded as a 
special case of generalized polynomial RBFs, any real-valued continuous 
function on a convex and compact set can be arbitrarily closely approxi- 
mated by ATree-RBFN. To show this property, let us consider a simple 
parity problem, which was introduced by Minsky and Papert [14]. 
The problem is the exclusive-oR problem which consists of two inputs 
and one output data set and is given by 
y = Xl(1 - x2) + x2(1 - -  X l )  , (42) 
Output f(x 1 ,x3,x4,x5) 
A 
r . . . . . . . . . . .  I11_ . . . . . . . . . . . .  , 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
x3 x4 
Structure of NF-GMDH 
Output f(x2,x3,x4,x5) 
<2.14 .~2,2> <2~'~> <2.4> 
1 x ~  x3-'llm~ /~<2,1 ,1> 
<2.1,1.1> .~2,1,1.2> 
Structure of ATree-RBFN 
Figure 9. Identified model structure for Pulse 5. 
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Output f(x 1 ,x2,x3,x4,x6) 
iiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiii;  
&L !2 
x3 x4 
Structure of NF-GMDH 
Output f(x 1 ,x2,x3,x4,x5) 
x3 -.-~- ~ <2> 
x l~ ~ <2,1> 
x2--I~ A2.1 .1> 
<2.1,1,1,1> <2,1,1,1.2> 
Structure of ATree-RBFN 
Figure 10. Identified model structure for Pulse 6. 
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where 
0_<x~ _< 1, 0_<x 2_< 1. (43) 
We made an input-output data set by giving the input data on the grid 
condition satisfying (42) and (43). Figure 12 shows the ideal surface of the 
parity problem. Figure 13 is a comparison between the contour lines of 
input-output data and those of the function approximated by ATree-RBFN. 
This figure indicates that ATree-RBFN can approximate the exclusion-oR 
function well. We show the tree structure of ATree-RBFN in Figure 14. By 
adding more subtrees, we can approximate the ideal surface of a parity 
problem with more accuracy. 
16#] m 16 
Pulse 5 Pulse 6
Figure 11. Comparison between NF-GMDH and ATree-RBFN in terms of the 
number of bases. 
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(1,0 (0,0) 
xl 
Figure 12. Idealsurface ofthe parity problem. 
(0,1) 
x2 
5. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we propose an adaptive tree-structured self-generating 
radial basis function network (ATree-RBFN),  in which an adaptive tree 
structure is adopted for the macro model structure, and a RBFN is used in 
each subtree. ATree-RBFN is proposed for identifying a large scale system 
with many inputs. 
1 
0.8 
Y 0.6 
0.4 
0.2 
0 
o 
4 
n i 
o.o o.2 0.4 o.e o.s 
(a) Contour lines of input/output data 
1.0  
o 
o o. ovoe ~. .~ 
o.o o.~ 0.4 0.6 o.s 1.o 
(b) Contour lines of approximated function 
Figure 13. Comparison between the ideal surface and the inference surface in a 
parity problem: (a) Contour lines of input-output data, (b) Contour lines of 
approximated function. 
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..>/N--... 
S: Sub-tree 
Figure 14. Tree structure of ATree-RBFN in a parity problem. 
We showed that ATree-RBFN is superior to Flat-RBFN, which is the 
conventional, non-tree-structured radial basis function network, in terms 
of reducing the number of bases. ATree-RBFN itself, when the tuning 
parameters are  (anp , bnp,Wnp) , it is superior to the case when the tuning 
parameters are only w,w. We also showed that ATree-RBFN is superior to 
neurofuzzy GMDH with respect to the number of bases and the total 
learning iteration number. However, because the partial descriptions in 
this NF -GMDH have only one element as input, the approximation ability 
is seen to be smaller than in the case with one or two elements as input. So 
further analysis is required to clarify the function approximation ability of 
NF -GMDH in which the partial description have a combination of one and 
two elements as input [3]. Last we discussed the universal function approxi- 
mation ability of ATree-RBFN, referring to Hartman's result, and applied 
ATree-RBFN to the approximation of a parity problem. 
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